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Editorial

In the last issue of the C'alendar two
pieces of silver were illustrated and com-
mented upon in the editorial. To these re-
cent acquisitions we can now add a third—a pair of candlesticks made as part of a
larger set by John Carter in 1767. Candle-
sticks were this silversmith's main line of
business and some of the fines examples of
the neo-classical period bear his mark.
Ours were made from a design by Robert
Adam, now in the Soane Museum, and so
are among the few pieces of silver "in-
vented" by the architect himself. They are
magnificen specimens, heavy and rich in
execution, and as well as their intrinsic
merits have a documentary value import-
ant to a museum —especially to Temple
Newsam where neither Adam's own
genius, nor the neo-classical period in
general, has been satisfactorily represent-
ed. Fortunately things are improving in
this direction; the candlesticks and the
magnificent bureau-cabinet made during
the last quarter of the eighteenth century—also a very recent purchase —will do
much to redress the balance of the collec-
tion which through the years has become
so rich in furniture of the earlier periods.
The cabinet came from Townley Hall in
Ireland and before that probably from
Prior Park, Bath, where Ralph Alan
lived. It is a truly wonderful piece of
English cabinet work, the origins of which
are partly obscured by wisps of uncertainty—rather perhaps than clouds ofmystery-
for the Russian eagles on some of the
drawers call for an explanation more
scientific than craftsman's whim. A lot
could be written —and no doubt will be
later—about the bureau as well as the
candlesticks, but this may be enough to
whet members'ppetites for a sight of
them.
At the Art Gallery the mobile by Alex-

ander Calder named Chicago Black has
been set up—or should one say hung down.
Members will recall that its presence was
suggested in the Treasurer's Report for

1962, but that it did not arrive from Amer-
ica until too late for the Acquisitions of the
Year exhibition in May. We knew from
the start just where it would hang, but
showing it off to the best advantage was
no easy matter. A mobile loses much of its
point if't does not move and this proved
the greatest problem. Now the most ob-
vious way of making anything move in an
Art Gallery is by supplying a good draught;
unfortunately however such phenomena
are notoriously unselective. By opening
the main doors and the back doors simul-
taneously we could have produced a blast
of low temperature and high humidity all
thc year round and this would no doubt
have had a delightful effect on the mobile.
It would, even more certainly, have en-
sured that no visitor stopped to look at it
and, in addition, we should h tve hacl to
issue the member of station the catalogue
stall with a flying suit.. Cheaper and more
cosy was to think up another way ofgetting
the limited result required. In the end the
technical staff, by means of two electric
motors and a steel torque rod, managed to
simulate natural movement in almost
complete silence in spite of all the mach-
inery involved. While the gallery has no
aspirations towards becoming a science
museum, a little wonderment on the part
of the public is good for morale and we
make grateful acknowledgment to twen-
tieth-century technology. The next prob-
lem was illumination. On the assumption
that there was no point in hiding one'
light under anything the solution finally
accepted was to stick a spotlight in the
middle of the floor shining upwards. This
not only draws the eye to the mobile but
creates an intriguing and ever-changing
pattern of shadows on the ceiling—we
could almost claim indeed to have achiev-
ed two mobiles for the price of one.
In the latest issue of Museum, the august

international organ of UNESCO, pub-
lished quarterly, there is an illustrated
article by Mr. Carter, the Director of the



Aberdeen Art Gallery, on his new Print
Room and Art Library. Comparison with
our Print Room and Art Library, which
was written up and illustrated in the
Leeds Arts Calendar No. 44 both publica-
tions may be perused in the Print Room
and Art Library will reveal the extent
to which the Aberdeen venture was in-
spired by our own.

One of a pair of
Adam candlesticks
13—'in. high
by yohn Carter,
1767
Bought 1963

Mr. Carter has written to say "I greatly
regret that I made no specific reference in
my article to the Leeds Print Room. My
statement to the effect that the multi-leaf
frames for prints that we installed were
'based upon examples containing a col-
lection of drawings at the Leeds City Art
Gallery. The private collector towhom they
belonged had made use of a design by Sir
John Soane for the drawings in his mu-
seum... is less than generous to the help
the Aberdeen City Architect and myself
received from their colleagues at Leeds
when I visited the Leeds Print Room in
1960, and in subsequent correspondence
when technical details were made avail-
able to us."
Members will recall tha t the Leeds

Print Room and Art Library was designed
by Mr. Livett, the late City Architect, and
his staff and opened in December 1959. It
was a pioneer effort; Aberdeen has shown
that what Yorkshire does today the rest of
the world does tomorrow.
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The Park and Gardens
at Temple Newsam

During the last war the Ministry of Fuel
and Power requisitioned over one-third of
the Temple Newsam estate for open-cast
coal mining. The excavated earth was
eventually put back, but the devastated
parkland, notably the undulating slopes
to the south of the house, has never re-
covered properly and remains ill-drained
and desolate. The extensive spoilation of
the woodland, much of which had been
created by 'Capability'rown in the
1760's, and was just reaching a mellow
maturity, was particularly regrettable. The
open-cast operations may, however, be
regarded as merely the most drastic of a
series of changes which have taken place
since Temple Newsam passed out of
private ownership in 1922.
An eighteen-hole golf course has been

made to the South and West of the house,
the layout of the pleasure grounds has
been altered, 'obsolete'uildings, such as
the East Lodges have been demolished,
the fountain has fallen into disuse and
sections of the park wall have become
ruinous now there are no longer any deer
to enclose.2
These changes, brought about by dif-

ferent economic circumstances, or made
in the interests of the park as a place of
recreation, represent a radical break with
the tradition of the country house garden
which may now be said to have expired,
although until two years ago the shooting
rights were regularly leased, and the fish
ponds are still used as stock ponds
slender links with the past. Nevertheless,
in spite of the fact that traces of the old
gardens are gradually being obscured, it is
still possible, from careful field work and a
study of documentary and pictorial
sources, to compile what is, I hope, a
reasonably full account of their long and
interesting history.
The first known reference to the gardens

dates from 1535, when Sir George Darcy

wrote to his father: "The garthens at
Temple Newsam could not be more out of
frame. Pray send me some good garthener
who hath skill of the hop garth".s The
Tudor garden probably occupied a site
on the South side of the house, but the
only feature now remaining is the mount,
a prominent mound of earth normally
raised in an angle of the enclosure to
serve as a look-out over the wall. This can
be seen a short distance from the south-
west corner of the house.
Jan Kip's invaluable bird'-eye view of

Temple Newsam (1699), showing the
house in elevation and its formal surround-
ings in plan, indicates that after Sir
Arthur Ingram purchased the property in
1622 he must have redesigned the gardens
to conform to the prevailing fashion for
geometrical arrangements. Sir Arthur kept
a watchful eye on the maintenance of the
garden. When in London he frequently
sent instructions to Peter Monjoye, his
gardener, concerning some detail such as
where to plant the rose trees which had
been ordered, or to set the court walls
with honeysuckle, woodbine and eglan-
tine, or to cut the privet hedges into beasts.
Most of the Jacobean features were swept
away in the eighteenth century, but the
terrace on the garden front, the contours of
the parterre and the site of the bowling
green can still be seen.
At Sheriff Hutton Park, another of Sir

Arthur's country seats, near York, many
features of the original garden layout have
been preserved, including three heraldic
beasts carved in stone by the York crafts-
man Thomas Ventris, who made similar
ornaments for the garden at Temple
Newsam.4
The fashion for Dutch garden design,

which was at its height during the reign
ofWilliam and Mary, seems to have made
little impression on the gardens at Temple
Newsam. Kip's prospect of 1699 shows



three long straight avenues radiating from
the house which suggests that certain con-
cessions were made to the new style, but
Arthur, 3rd Viscount Irwin, a great sports-
man, preferred to manage his estate ac-
cording to the requirements of the forester,
hunstman and game keeper rather than
aesthetic considerations. When not at
Westminster his lordship's chief pursuits
were hunting, cockfighting and horse
racing. Indeed, when Leonard Knyff was
commissioned to paint his portrait he
chose to be shown standing by the lakes in
the park loading a gun, with a heap of
dead game to his left, his favourite pointer
in the foreground and a flight of duck in
the sky.s
In May 1710 the present East Avenue,

ponds and bridge were started under the
direction ofWilliam Etty, a York builder,
who later acted as clerk of works under
Vanbrugh at Castle Howard. He did the
surveying, prepared the plans and visited
the site regularly to superintend the bridge-
work, levelling the hill beyond the ponds

1

and setting out the extensive plantation of
oak, elm and beech trees. A boundary wall

(now ruinous) was built on the north side
of the wood. Mid-way down the avenue
three ornamental lakes were created at
different levels by damming a small stream,
the flow of water being controlled by a
sluice in the upper dam. A stone bridge
with handsome piers and low parapets
carried the road over the water, and the
setting was enlivened by a cascade, since
destroyed by subsequent alterations to the
main arch. The lakes were stocked with
carp and tench and furnished with
swans; they are now very decayed, but
the stone kerb round the edges and
the dressing along the sides are still
visible in places. The whole scheme took
five years to complete and cost approxi-
mately $850.
William Etty's landscape scheme re-

flects an early phase of the new taste for
the natural beauty of landscape which,
during Queen Anne's reign, superseded
the fashion for formal gardens laid out in
geometrical patterns. This movement
eventually lead to the open style of
Launcelot Brown and thence to the roman-
tic manner of Humphry Repton.

The East Avenue
and Bridge by
William Ettv,
1712-15
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The Ice House.
e. 1715 Ftty's long, absolutely straight Fast

Avenue is reminiscent of the old school of
garden design, but the artful irregularity
of the woods spreading round the contours
of the hill in the middle-distance is wholly
in the new style.
The Avenue has been skilfully planned

to give an element of excitement to the
approach to the house. Passing the lodges
one catches a dramatic glimpse of the
house through a distant vista, this view
rapidly vanishes during the descent to the
bridge and lakes to reappear a few minutes
later; first the cupola bobbing over the
brow of the hill and then, suddenly, the
whole house emerges magnificently, look-
ing much nearer, its grandeur enhanced by
the framework of trees—a moment to be
experienced rather than described.
The Ice-house in Dawson's wood, a

strange, neglected building, belongs to the
same period as the avenue and bridge. In
the eighteenth century almost every large
country house had an ice-house for the
storage of game meat and as a source of
ice for domestic uses. It is, as was cus-
tomary, built beneath the shade of trees

and covered with a mound of earth. The-
egg-shaped interior had a north entrance
(now bricked up) and an eye at the top of
the dome. A flight of steps led down into
the chamber which probably had an
overall height of about 18 feet and a
diameter of roughly 14 feet.
Throughout the eighteenth century small

payments were made to estate workers for
harvesting ice from the ponds in the park
and conveying it to the ice-house in carts.
It was last used about eighty years ago.
Arthur, 6th Viscount Irwin, who suc-

ceeded to the title in 1724, devoted himself
to repairing the family fortune which had
been crippled by the failure of the South
Sea Company. No important changes were
made to the park during his time. How-
ever, at his death in 1736 there was enough
money for his younger brother Henry,
7th Viscount, to start, but not complete, an
ambitious programme of building and
interior decoration. The external altera-
tions which he may have planned are
shown in the well-known portrait of the
house painted by Philip Mercier about
1742, but only the stable block and some



Garden Temple by
'Capability'rown,
c. 1765
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farm buildings to tlie north-east, the
north lodges and a stretch of park wall
either side of the lodges were actually
built.
An interesting map of about 1742 preser-

ved amongst the Temple Newsam papers
shows a new roadway leading directly
from a carriage sweep in front of the north
hall door to the north lodges.'wenty-five
years later 'Capability'rown, who ab-
horred straight lines, re-routed this drive
via the Sphinx gates, but the line of the
old road can still be faintly traced over the
fields. The Lodges, featured orr the plan in
miniature perspective, may have been
designed by Andrew Fountaine. The
plan also shows the foundations of the
new stable-block, but furnishes no clue as
to the architect. It is a dignified brick
building in the style of James Gibbs. The
original 'one-handed'urret clock has an
hour striking movement and still keeps
good time. The central cupola is sur-
mounted by a fine weather vane in the
form of the Ingram crest (a cock), with
the Viscount's coronet below. It is one of
the most pleasing examples of decorative
wrought-iron work at Temple Newsam.

In 1758 the 7th Viscount went to live
at Hills, his country seat near Horsham in
Sussex, in order to permit his nephew,
Charles (later 9th Viscount Irwin) and
his affluent bride, Frances Gibson, to re-
side at Temple Newsam. The new owner
at once invited 'Capability'rown to
landscape the park. He was then 'improv-
ing'ord Weymouth's estate at Longleat,
but promised to 'take a Yorkshire

journey'he

following summer.s
The disposition of the park was well

suited for the realisation of
'Capability'rown's

pictorial ideals. On the south the
land sloped gently down to the River Aire
while to the east the dip to the lakes and
the undulating land beyond leading to the
Avenue woods formed a perfect middle-
distance setting for the celebrated serpen-
tine 'line of beauty'ade famous in
Hogarth's essay 7he Analysis of Beauty
(1753).
In 1762 he prepared a large-scale plan

of the park'0 showing the proposed alter-
ations most of which, according to the six
inches to a mile O.S. map of 1851, were
carried out. The view to the north and west
was enhanced with ca.refully placed clumps
of trees, while beech plantations screened
the agricultural land beyond. Brown invar-
iably sought to enliven his prospects with
stretches of water, but the two artificial
lakes planned to the east and west of the
house were never made. The view to the
east included a classical Temple (origin-
ally marked as a Rotunda), and elsewhere
various picturesque spectacles v ere pro-
vided by a sham bridge, a thatched cottage
and a rustic dairy, features which would
provide a pleasant objective for a picnic
or a short walk in the woods. The park
was therefore designed to reflect something
of the gentle serenity of the landscape
paintings of Claude and Poussin while the
pastoral elements appealed to the incipient
romantic impulses of the age.



A vital feature of 'Capability'rown's
landscape schemes, and one much in evi-
dence at Temple Newsam, was an ingen-
ious invisible fence known as a ha-ha, said
to have been invented by Charles Bridge-
man in the early years of the century. This
device, consisting of a dry moat, one side
sloping, the other a vertical wall, could not
be negotiated by deer or farm animals and
kept them away from the house without
erecting a. free standing wall which would
interfere with the view. Long stretches of
ha-ha, following a serpentine line in con-
formity with prevailing taste, may still be
seen: there is a good section to the right
of the path leading to the rose gardens.
The most interesting piece of garden

architecture connected with
'Capability'rown's

work at Temple Newsam is un-
doubtedly the Sphinx Gates below the
stable-block. These imposing gate piers

duplicate the ones at the entrance to
Chiswick House, London, which were
designed by Lord Burlington and subse-
quently published in Designs of Inigo 3ones
and Others by Isaac Ware, 1735. William
Kent's design for the Long Gallery chim-
ney-pieces was also published in the same
volume. The massive iron gates were cast
in 1768 by Robert Johnson to a design by
'Capability'rown and cost f47 5s. Od."
The Sphinx Gates at Temple Newsam

are particularly noteworthy since the
ones at Chiswick have been dismembered
so they are probably the only intact pair
in existence. It might be recorded that the
fine wrought-iron railings which completed
the setting have recently been taken down.
'Capability'rown's remodelling of the

park took about eight years to complete
(1762—1770) and cost over $2,000. He also
landscaped the grounds of the Ingram's
seat Hills near Horsham in Sussex.'ome
letters amongst the Temple Newsam cor-
respondence directed to William Stone
(Brown's foreman at Temple Newsam) sug-
gest that he was also employed at Golds-
borough House near Knaresborough and
at Newby Haik's

)t fl
v

The Sphinx Gales, designed by Lord Burlington, erected c.1768 by 'Capability'roton,
uho also designed the cast-iron gates and railings



In 1770 the 9th Viscount employed John
Smeaton to build a Water Engine in the
park, about two hundred yards to the
south-west of the house. By means of an
hydraulic ram water was pumped to an
underground reservoir beneath the floor
of the servants'all —a height of 26 feet.
The engine was built in a subterraneous
chamber connected to the house by a cul-
vert. It fell into disuse in the 1890's, and
was later dismantled and the chamber
filled in; but the original designs for it
were published in 1812. Lord Irwin was
associated with Smeaton in other indus-
trial undertakings, for example he built
and equipped a corn mill in Halifax for
him.
In the Victorian period there was no-

body comparable to Launcelot Brown and
Humphry Repton to give a firm lead in
garden design.'n old photograph of the
south garden at Temple Newsam shows
that in late Victorian times the lawn was
laid out regularly with small flower beds
interspersed with garden ornaments in the
form of iron vases imitating marble urns
and a cast-iron fountain (A. W. Rudy-
mead 8t. Co., Derby)—typical industrial
art-products of the period. Nine of the
vases, decorated with reliefs in the classical
taste, can be seen on the south terrace,
while others have been moved to the rose
garden.
Two examples of garden architecture

deserve to be mentioned, although neither
feature remains today. The first is a grotto
which was once to be found in the woods
behind the Menagerie Ponds, but has
now (apparently) disappeared without
trace. It would be interesting to know
more about this intriguingplace. Theother,
a casualty of open-cast operations, is the
once controversial pergola-like structure
popularly known as the 'gibbett', but
marked on the 1851 edition of the O.S.
six inches to a mile map as a 'Temple'. It
was probably erected in the early nine-
teenth century as a quaint arbour or
summerhouse.
The extensive rhododendron shrubberies

in the park were almost certainly estab-
lished during the second half of the last
century. Rhododendrons were very popu-
lar with landowners since they possessed

the double advantage of furnishing good
cover for game birds while providing a
gorgeous floral display. Mrs. Meynell-
Ingram normally only resided at Temple
Newsam during the shooting season.
When the railway came to Woodlesford

in the 1840's, the East Avenue superseded
the North Drive as the main gentry
entrance. The lodges at the far end of the
avenue were rebuilt in the then fashion-
able Gothic style and connected by a pretty
crenellated arch, decorated with Tem-
plars'rosses. The whole structure was
demolished in 1946. However, a diligent
search has resulted in the acquisition of
two faded photographs which convey
some idea of their architectural features.
The present north drive was made about

1910when Lord Halifax first purchased a
motor car. The old approach, which
made an excursion into the landscape via
the Sphinx Gates, then fell into disuse
and is now permanently closed, although
the line of the roadway and patches of the
surface can still be seen in the field west
of Damingdike wood.

CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

1 The extent of the workings can be studied in
detail in the records of the National Coal
Board Open-cast Executive.

2 The last deer were shot in 1918 (according to
Mr. Hugo Tinker, an old servant of Lord
Halifax now living in Colton.

3 Moss, F., Pilgrimages to Old Homes, Book 5, 1910,
p. 298.

4 L.A.C., No. 51, p. 6.
5 Reproduced in L.A.C., No. 23, p. 19.
6 Yorke, F., Ice Houses. In Transactions of the

Ancient Monument Society, vol. 4, New Series
(1956).

7 TN/EA 20/5 (Archives Dept. of Leeds Public
Libraries) .

8 TN. CORR. 15/253.
9 TN. CORR. 23a/27.
10 TN/EA. 20/5M.
11 TN/EA. 12/10.
12 TN. CORR. 19/167 and 19/210.
13 PAWSON MSS., Acc. 1038, Letters 1748—1776,

p. 78 (11 June 1764) and p. 84 (31 Oct.
1767). Concerning Stone: p. 86 (30 Sept.
1770).

14 Smeaton, John, Reports, vol. 2, London, 1812—
14, p. 431.

15 It might be noted that Gertrude Jekyll's prac-
tical books exerted a considerable influence
on the Victorian flower garden.

16 Information supplied by Mr. Hugo Tinker.
17 Information supplied by Mr. Hugo Tinker.



Calendar of Notable Events in Leeds
TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Open daily, including Sundays,
October to April, 11.30a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.

Wednesday, 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver
from the permanent collection will be on
show during the winter months.

CITY ART GALLERY

Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

Robert Medley
February 8 to 29
An exhibition of about forty representative
works circulated by the Arts Council.

Elliott Seabrooke (1886-1950)
March 4 to April 5
A retrospective exhibition of paintings,
watercolours and drawings.

Two exhibitions are being arranged to be
shown during the period of the Leeds Triennial
Musical Festival in April 1964.

At the City Art Gallery The?caching Image-
an exhibition of pictures drawn from the work of
artists on the staff of the Leeds College of Art.
In its teachers and its methods of instruction the
College is one of the most enlightened in the country
and the purpose of this exhibition is to show how
important the personal creative work of members
of the team is to the spirit of the College.

At Temple Newsam House The Rug in Islamic Art.
By fine, often rare, and sometimes ancient examples,
brought together from many famous collections,
this exhibition will demonstrate that richness of
Eastern colour and pattern which is the basis of
this traditional art.

Aerial Perspective of
Temple JVewsam House
and Gardens, engraved
by j Kip after a
drawing by Leonard
Knyff, 1699
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Exhibitions in other Yorkshire Galleries

BRADFORD Recent Trends in Swedish Print Making
71st Annual Spring Exhibition

January 4 to February 2
March 20 to May 25

BRIGHOUSE Creamwares (V. & A.)
Huddersfield Art Society Exhibition
Brighouse Arts Circle Exhibition

to January 26
January 4 to February 1

March 14 to April 11

HARROGATE Studio Pottery (V. &. A.)
Three Stage Designers (A.C.)

January 4 to February 9
February 15 to March 8

HUDDERSFIELD Designs for the Theatre (A.C.)
Ivories (V. &. A.)
Contemporary German Prints (V. & A.)
Worcester Porcelain (V. &. A.)

to January 11
to January 26
February 1 to February 21
March 7 to April 10

HOLI. The Church and the Artist
East Yorkshire Artists

January 1 to January 22
February 1 to March 15

KEIGHLEY Contemporary French Prints (V. & A.) March 1 to March 23

LEEDS

(Swarthmore)
Pottery by Trevor Logan
E. Charlton Taylor
Swarthmore Students'ork
New Yorkshire Group
Landscape in Art Pt. II—after Impressionism (A.C.)

January 6 to January 17
January 25 to February 7
February 8 to February 21
February 22 to March 6
March 7 to March 20

ROTHERHAM Early English Watercolours (V. & A.)
Selection from 1962 Royal Academy (A.E.B.)
Selection from 1962 Industrial Painters'roup Exhibition
(A.E.B.)

January 1 to January 22
February 15 to March 15
from March 22

SCARBOROUGH Contemporary American Prints (V. & A.)
Paintings by Herbert Scarfe
New English Art Club (A.E.B.)

January 1 to January 23
February 19 to March 11
March 15 to April 12

A.C. = Arts Council A.E.B.= Art Exhibitions Bureau V. &. A. = Victoria & Albert Museum
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A Group of Paintings by Sickert
and a Portrait by Ellen Heath

At Leeds we are fortunate enough to
have a selection of paintings and drawings
which cover most aspects of Sickert's
career; some of these have been reproduced
in earlier numbers of the Arts Calendar,t
but a small group of early works has
received comparatively scant attention.
Yet the paintings of this group are of con-
siderable interest, in the first place, be-
cause they occur at a point in Sickert's
development when he was making the
choice between the two important in-
fluences of his youthful period, between
the aestheticism of Whistler and the real-
ism of Degas, and secondly because two
of them, the portraits, are quick, brief
sketches which show off his masterly sum-
mary grasp and the liveliness and variety
of his brush-strokes.
The group of three paintings, with one

attendant drawing, were given to the col-
lection in 1942 by Miss Ellen M. Heath.
This was the year of Sickert's death at
Bathampton, in January, but also an
important year for the appreciation of his
work in Leeds. An extensive retrospective
exhibition was shown at Temple Newsam
in the spring, based on a National Gallery
war-time exhibition of the previous year,
but with the addition ofmany extra works
one of which, ?he Cafe Suisse, Dicppe,
(dated 1920 by Miss Lilian Browse,2) was
bought for the permanent collection. It
seems probable that the interest in Sickert
shown by Leeds induced Miss Heath, later
in the same year, to give this little group
to the city. The paintings had been given
to her personally, she recorded at the time,
by the artist in 1896. This seems to have
been quite a frequent practice during this
period and the portrait of the donor,
herself. is inscribed ?o Miss Heath, W. S.
but neither portrait is dated, although their
style is consistent with other works of the
90's.

The third painting of the group, Dieppe
Harbour, seems to be an earlier work; it is
painted on a very rough strip ofwood, like
another painting in the collection, The
Laundry, Dieppe, which is dated 1885, the
first year that Sickert is known to have
painted in Dieppe. Both of these works
clearly reflect the influence of Whistler
and must date from the same period. The
painting given by Miss Heath is an essay
in soft tones of blue and grey, a subdued
key in keeping with Whistler's concept of
tonal harmonies and very like some of his
nocturnes and marine-pieces. The compo-
sition is extremely simple, with a shadowy
line of buildings sketched in grey and
white dividing the picture horizontally
into two subtly varied zones; below the
still stretch of the harbour water and above
the soft shades of the sky. The two are
linked by the masts of sailing boats whose
hulls, two curving ribbons of grey paint,
have a calligraphic flourish which echoes
the oriental note, implicit in the calmness
of the scene and the precise balance of
tone and form.
The two portraits, on this dating, would

appear to be approximately a decade later
when Sickert had seen much more of
Degas'ork. The portrait of Miss Heath
shows a young woman with hair drawn
back in an 'aesthetic'tyle and roughly-
sketched, shadowy features, seen in profile.
The colours still form a harmony, of
browns and black, but a harsh high-light
seems to score the forehead and the fea-
tures are modelled with slabs of thick paint
and a vigour which looks towards paintings
like ?he Blackbird of Paradise with its rich
and brash characterisation. Miss Heath's
personality, on the other hand, is still
shielded by the shadows. The line of the
black collar of her dress is a sweeping,
virtuoso brush-stroke with a negligent
elegance which seems an elaboration of
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W. R. Sicker( (1860—1942)
Portratt of Ellen Heath
Oil on canvas
15$ in. by 13$ in.
Given by Miss Ellen Heath

W. R. Sickert (1860—1942)
Dieppe Harbonr
Oil on panel
9 in. by 14 in.
Given by Miss Ellen Heath
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the manner of the boats in Dieppe Harbour,
so that the painting seems to hover be-
tween the two styles.
The self-portrait is even further removed

from the elegant style, which had been so
evident in the full length portraits of the
'80's, and the brush-work has far less
flourish. Instead a series of sharp stac-
cato strokes cross and re-cross haphaz-
ardly, an epidermis of paint tautly
stretched over the boldly outlined profile;

the hair-style is dishevelled and beyond
the brusque line of the nose, there is
only a brief indication of the further eye
in a skeletal socket. The effect is remark-
ably dramatic, compounded of both
boldness and introspection. Such a spec-
tral summary is in line with the reflected
faces of those audiences which peer from
the deep shadows ofMusic Halls in paint-
ings, made at the turn of the century and
influenced by the theatre-scenes of Degas.

W. R. Sictcert
(1860-1942)
Self portrait
Oil on canvas
18 in. by 14 in.
Given by
Miss Ellen Heath

115+
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Ellen Heath
Portrait of joseph Conrad
Oil on cant as
20 in. by 16 in.
Gicen by Edward Garnett During the '90's, Sickert, still a struggl-

ing and largely unrecognised artist, turned
to teaching and the catalogue of the winter
exhibition of the New English Art Club in
1896, the year Miss Heath was given the
portraits, carried an advertisement: Mr.
Walter Sickert's Classes for Men and Women,
Drawing from the life at the Studio, Member's
Mansions, etc., giving a schedule of prices
for figure classes and costume classes and
ending with Separate Morning Classes for
Women are held from 10 till 2 o'lock. There
is no evidence that Ellen Heath attended
any of these sessions, but a portrait
painted by her two years later, in 1898,s
shows that she had attained some skill
and had, at some time, profited from
Sickert's teaching.

This portrait, of the novelist, Joseph
Conrad, has also found its way to Leeds,
the gift of the well-known literary figure,
Edward Garnett, who seems to have given
a great deal of encouragement to this
otherwise little-known artist. It was in-
cluded in a small book of reproductions
of her work, mostly quiet little landscapes,
published in 1935, the year the portrait
came to I.eeds, accompanied by a fore-
v,ord by Garnett, in which he said: "If
fidelity to character be Miss Heath's
special strength in landscape, in her por-
traits she is no less faithful to her sitter....
Conrad, done in a single sitting, is the
man I used to watch, nervously holding
out, sardonically interrupting and listen-
ing to others while sitting httddled up in
his chair. Conrad on this portrait re-
marked that it penetrated and went deep
into family roots, since it was such as he
remembered his father."
The portrait does not have the brilliant

fluency of the two by Sickert but surely
the phrase 'single sitting's a clue to the
model for her style. The turn of the head,
emphasised by the striking diagonal band
of white at the neck, and the summary
painting of the ears seem very close to
Sickert's self-portrait, whilst the strokes
which represent the creases in the shoulder
and sleeve of the jacket are a more re-
strained version of Sickert's calligraphic
style. To compare the portraits can only
serve to show up Sickert's mastery, but in
its quiet and competent way, her handling
of the style shows how, by 1900, impres-
sionism, as modified by Sickert and the
members of the New English Art Club,
had gained adherents in England.

JOHN BRADSHAW

1 Leeds Arts Calendar, vol. 2, No. 8, Spring 1949,
p. 7 and vol. 3, No. 9, Summer 1949, p. 18.

2 Lilian Browse, Sickert, published Rupert Hart-
Davis, 1960, p. 93, No. 9.

3 Edward Garnett, Letters from Conrad, 1895 to
1924, Nonesuch Press, 1927—8, title to frontis-
piece and p. xvii.

4 Thirty Paintings by E. M. Heath, with foreword
by Edward Garnett, 1935.
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Art Galleries and Picture Lending I

The City Art Gallery's Picture-lending
Scheme has now been running for exactly
two years. In that time it has also become
so integral a part of the Gallery's activities
that it is difficult to imagine the Print
Room without it. It is hard too to realise
how rare an activity this still is in British
art galleries. This article is the first of two
concerned with the idea of picture-lending
and, in particular, with a progress report
on the Leeds scheme.
A few facts and figures on the Leeds

scheme give some idea of what has been
happening in these two years. The col-
lection has been doubled: in December
1961 the number stood at 160 pictures,
and now it is 330. The total of borrowers
shows a similar increase, from 140 by the
end of the first week in 1961 to 282 now. A
large waiting-list of over three hundred
names has been steadily worked through
as pictures have been added or vacancies
have occurred among the 'membership'.
In the first fifteen months 2,933 loans v, ere
made. There is no sign that public interest
in the scheme is flagging. On the contrary
there are many indications that the con-
temporary original prints which were
made the main offering are creating a
good deal of interest in the homes of
borrowers.
But facts and figures of this sort give

little idea of the success or failure of the
scheme in terms of borrowers'ctual ex-
perience of it. This was the point of the
questionnaire recently sent out to people
who joined the Leeds scheme before March
1962: to find out ivhat people thought of
the selection of works offered and the
methods of choosing and transporting
them, and to collect individual comments
and suggestions.
More will have to be said about the

questionnaire: first, however, it is worth
thinking about the idea of picture-lending
and the various ways in which it has been
approached. Though far from new and

widely developed in America, the idea
still has something novel about it, certainly
as far as art galleries in England and
Europe are concerned. The probable ori-
ginator was Arthur Segal, a Roumanian
painter, teacher and writer, about 1906.
Another advocate was D. H. Lawrence, in
an article, 'Pictures on the Wall'. His in-
terest, however, was perhaps due quite so
much to his dislike of the idea of property
in the arts as to his delight in pictures. It
also involved discarding pictures as the
public tired of them and clearly he never
thought of museums and galleries as the
organisers of such schemes.
Lawrence, however, drew an analogy

between the possibilities of picture-
borrowing and the keen public response
to book-borrowing from public libraries.
It is not surprising that public libraries
have often been responsible for picture-
lending in this country, although usually
they have only lent reproductions. Thus
Rugby began lending in the thirties, Guild-
ford during the war, and by the fifties
many libraries were running such schemes.
Over the same period schemes which

included originals started. The pioneers
were Manchester Art Gallery's Rutherston
scheme, lending contemporary art to
schools as early as 1927, and private or-
ganisations like Picture Hire I.td., operat-
ing in London in the thirties, and the
Artists'nternational Association, founded
in 1934, and since 1951 lending to indi-
viduals, schools, colleges and firms. In
1933 Norman Silvester began at Bourne-
mouth what was probably the first public
gallery lending scheme in England open to
individuals, with 100 pictures.~
The scheme run by Holborn Public Li-

brary is particularly interesting as it lends
originals and comes close to realising the
ideas of Arthur Segal, the early pioneer
already mentioned. Segal's ideas, develop-
ed over twenty years, were basically tivo-
fold.s First, he wanted to give the public a
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Sidney JVolan
Leda and the Sr+an
Lithograph
23 in. by 27 in.



.Anthony Gross
Flowering Bush
Etching
22 in. by 26 in.

chance to live with originals in their own
homes. He was concerned that the visual
were the least accessible of the arts to
people of all classes: books could be bor-
rowed from libraries, music listened to on
the radio, but close contact with fine paint-
ing in the home was for most people an
impossibility. Secondly, he wanted to give
living artists a means of livelihood. A lend-
ing scheme which gave all the hiring fees
to the artist and through which he could
sell his pictures would clearly contribute
to this. Segal was anxious that pictures
should remain the artist's property unless
sold to a borrower; no permanent stock
was to be built up.

His ideas were put into practice in 1926
in Berlin, v here Segal was then living,
by the Deutsche Kunstgemeinschaft, but
in a somewhat different form, and the
service lapsed in 1929. It was not until
1946, when Segal was dead, that some
interested people in London founded an
'Art for the Home'roup. This led to
the opening in 1954of the Holborn scheme,
which incorporated Segal's ideas and has
met with great success. Here the artist pays
2s. 6d. to have a picture exhibited and
thereafter receives all hiring fees and any
purchase price (to which hiring fees con-
tribute) less 15 per cent. which goes to the
Holborn authorities.
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Anthony Harrison
?'he Cart
Etching and Sugar .4qualinl
25'n. by 33 in.
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Merlyn Evans
Helmet Mask
Sugar Aquatint
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Segal's concern with the public on the
one hand and the artist on the other in fact
pinpoints the two crucial questions which
f'ace any picture-lending scheme. How far
is it to be open to anyone to borrow? Are
the pictures to be for sale?
On the first point, Holborn recruits its

borrowers directly from the public at
large, as does I.eeds. However, museums
in America and Canada, where picture-
lending has long been a museum service,
have tended to leave the general public to
the libraries and run their schemes for the
benefi of their friends or museum groups.
The Art-lending Service of'thc Museum of
Modern Art, for instance, is open to all
members of the museum, and only to col-
leges, schools and hospitals if one member
of the board is a museum member.
Despite the advantage of compact,

homogeneous membership, it is hard not
to feel that part of the opportunity of
picture-lending is here being lost. First,
Segal's contention that the visual arts
have the least chance of becoming inti-
mately experienced by the public has
much truth in it. Secondly the mid-nine-
teenth century art gallery aimed at provid-
ing easy access to art which the English
public, for instance, in the early years of
the century, had stood little chance of
seeing unless it attended auctions or loan
exhibitions of the British Institution or
paid to visit private collections. It seems



a natural extension of this for galleries to
open access to works of art in the homes of
ordinary citizens. Thirdly, dealing with
the converted is surely not the sole func-
tion of an art gallery. Picture-lending, as
the experience shows at Leeds, can and
does bring in a new public for the gallery.
On the question of whether a picture-

lending scheme should concentrate on
being a channel of sales promotion for
artists, this system applies widely in
America, as well as in Holborn and the
Artists'nternational Association. I.eeds
has declared in favour of a permanent
lending collection of works assembled for
intrinsic merit and chosen by gallery staff'n

that basis. Questions of commercial
worth do not play any part. An artist has
the knowledge that his work is being seen
by a wide public, including many people
who never come to exhibitions in galleries.
Ifa borrower wants to buy, say, a print, he
is, of course, put in touch with the print-
maker. But the Gallery does more than
merely provide facilities for these things:
it is itself the patron and only ofFers work
of real artistic worth.
In a relatively short history of some

thirty years, picture-lending has thus

shown much variety of approach. The
third main question to be decided is what
to lend, originals or reproductions. If
originals are to be lent, modern pictures
are obviously the only practical proposi-
tion. The questionnaire recently sent out
showed that there is a keen appetite for
the original contemporary print. The
second article will take up this question
of original versus reproduction and con-
sider some of the wider possibilities of
picture-lending.

JOHN SWEETMAN

1 Assorted Articles (Seeker) 1930, p. 175ff. Appar-
ently written in the late 1920's.

2 I am grateful for information about the Bourne-
mouth scheme to Mr. M. Orr Paterson, B.A.,
A.M.A., Curator of the Russell-Cotes Art
Gallery and Museum. Cf. the Gallery's
Bulletin, vol. XII, no. 4.

3 Published in articles, lectures and broadcasts,
most conveniently in an article 'Vom Kunst-
verleih zum Kunstabonnement'n Deutsche
Kunstgemeinschaft, Mitteilungsblatt fur Mitglieder
und Freunde, Berlin 1928, p. 14ff. I am indebted
for information and loan of material on Segal
to Mrs. E. Segal, Principal of Arthur Segal's
Painting School, Hampstead, London, and
to Mr. J. Swift, F.I..A., Borough Librarian,
Holborn.
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